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1. The law that is made not for individuals, but for the intercourse of states with one 
another is called _____ law

     	      Inter-state

     	      Nautical

     	--->> International

     	      Sovereign

2. In the recent past, a state in the global community was either pro _____ or East.

     	      North

     	      South

     	      South-West

     	--->> West

3. Instead of the sovereignty of the people,  liberal  democracy offers the sovereignty of 
_____

     	      Democracy

     	      Processes

     	--->> Law

     	      Government

4. The _____  Treaty banned the production, stock-pilling, transfer, and the use of anti-
personnel land mines.

     	      Arms

     	      Red Cross

     	      Integrity

     	--->> Landmine

5. The seat of the World court is in _____ capital city of Hague.
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     	      Japan

     	      Geneva

     	      Canada

     	--->> Netherland

6. The socialist model of democracy is being practised by _____ States while the 
Capitalist States of the Western world practise liberal democracy.

     	--->> Communist

     	      Socialist

     	      Marxist

     	      Liberal

7. The concept of political party dates back to the _____ century

     	      12th

     	--->> 14th

     	      17th

     	      18th

8. The United States got independent from Britain in _____

     	--->> 1776

     	      1721

     	      1777

     	      1714

9. St. Petersburg Declaration Renouncing the Use, in time of War, of Explosive 
Projectiles Under 400 grams Weight was made in _____

     	      1877

     	      1919

     	--->> 1868
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     	      1951

10. The Berlin conference took place in the year _____

     	--->> 1884/1885

     	      1883/1884

     	      1887/1888

     	      1840/1841
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